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2010b(11)/2007b(11)/2002b(14)/1998b(4): Explain the physical principles of 
ultrasound imaging 
General: US is a way of imaging internal soft tissue structures within the body 
through the reflection and detection of sound waves 

- Frequency Range: 2 – 15 MHz 
 
US Generation: A crystal within the transmitter probe is stimulated to vibrate 
by an electrical current→ occurs 2° to piezoelectric effect. Electrical energy 
transduced to sound energy 
 
US Detection: Reflected waves are detected by the probe. Sound waves cause 
the same crystal to vibrate → transduced into an electrical signal (piezoelectric 
effect) 
 
Transmission: Sound waves will be absorbed, transmitted through or 
reflected off tissue 

- Will be partially reflected if there is a change in density b/n 2 
substances 

o B/N air and skin would cause ↑attenuation of signal → minimise 
by application of gel 

- Forms body structures by waves bouncing off boundaries and interfaces 
b/n substances of different densities 

o Signal presented on a display → amplitude of wave represented by 
the brightness of a dot on the screen (↑brightness → ↑amp) 

Modes: 
A (amplitude scan): pulses of US, amplitude plotted against time for sound to 
reflect. No longer used 

- Provides information regarding tissue depth 
B (brightness): pulses in 1 dimension → amplitude = brightness 

- Changing direction of US source → tomogram produced 
M (motion): B-mode plotted against time 

- Rapidly repeating vibrations detect movement at tissue interfaces 
2D: Sequential B-mode across 90° 

- Requires an array of crystals 
Doppler: using Doppler shift to establish the velocity of the moving object which 
is reflecting the sound waves. Superimposed on 2D, colours represent direction 
wrt detector (red = towards, blue = away) 
Issues 
 
Resolution: v = fλ v is fixed 

o Better pictures with higher freq (↑freq = ↑resolution) → will shorten 
λ → ↓depth of tissue penetration 

o Better pictures with bigger waves (↑amp = ↑resolution) → will 
↑artefact 

o Better picture with ↑gain → ↑gain = ↑noise 
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Uses in anaesthesia: Cardiac: Echo, TOE, Nerve blockade, Epidural 


